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“THE HUMAN INTELLECT, DIVINE REVELATION AND KNOWLEDGE BASED ON 
AL-QARADHÓWI’S WORK: AL-ÑAQL WA AL-ÑILM FI AL-QURÒÓN AL-KARÔM”* 
 
 
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ begins by extolling – the special position of mankind as AllÉh’s  most 
honoured creature destined to construct a holistic civilization by managing and developing the 
world’s resources based on the guidance and knowledge from Divine revelation (al-wahy al-
IlÉhÊ) as well as the exertions of the human intellect (al-Ñaql al-insÉnÊ) and will. While 
reaffirming the supremacy of Divine revelation, al-QaraÌÉwÊ explains that the sound human 
intellect has been entrusted by Divine revelation to play crucial roles in the confirmation of 
revealed truths and the development of all fields of human knowledge necessary for effective and 
wholesome human vicegerency on earth. There should not be, however, any conflict between 
revelation and reason. A fuller exposition of this epistemological dimension of the Islamic 
worldview is given in his book al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm fi al-Qur’Én al-KarÊm which was published in 
1996. 
 The importance of the use of the human intellect for thinking, reflection, understanding, 
knowing, pondering and contemplation is reflected by the Qur’Énic use of several verbs which 
convey the aforementioned functions. The verb Ñaqala (to use one’s intelligence, to comprehend, 
to understand, to think) is used in its present tense (second person plural, masculine and third 
person plural masculine) – taÑqilËn and yaÑqilËn – 46 times in the Qur’Én while the verbs Ñaqala, 
naÑqilu and yaÑqilu occur once each. The expression “afalÉ taÑqilËn” (Will you not understand? 
Or Have you then no sense?) occurs 13 times. The expression is used to convey AllÉh’s 
exhortation or admonishment to human beings for having double standards (Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 
44); for neglecting the Hereafter and being deceived by worldly pleasures despite knowing 
God’s Scripture (Q. Al-AnÑÉm 6: 32, Q. Al-AñrÉf 7: 169, Q.YËsuf 12: 109); for ignoring the 
*Presented Keynote Address on “Kongres Pengajaran & Pembelajaran 2011”, organized by the Academic 
Development Center, UKM at Vistana Hotel Pulau Pinang, on 19 December, 2011. 
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message of the Qur’Én (Q. Al-anbiyÉ’ 21: 10); for not understanding the powers of AllÉh 
(S.W.T) in giving life and causing death (Q. Al-Mu’minËn 23: 80); for not realizing that the false 
gods worshipped by human beings could not bring benefit nor harm them (Q. Al-AnbiyÉ 21: 63-
67). In these verses the Qur’Én reprimands human failure to use the God-given intellect to 
strengthen true religious faith. 
 The verb taÑqÊlËn “you understand” is used in the Qur’Én mainly in connection with the 
“signs” (ÉyÉt) or “symbols” of AllÉh (S.W.T) as represented by the verses of the Qur’Én or as 
can be witnessed in nature.
1
 The intellect is supposed to help human beings understand that the 
signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) in the Qur’Én as well as in the universe are meant to point to the existence 
and presence of AllÉh (S.W.T) as well as His absolute power, wisdom and will. 
 The verb yaÑqilËn (“they understand”) occurs 22 times, while its negative form lÉyaÑqilËn 
(“they do not understand”) is used as a disparagement of those who do not use their intellect, 
which is AllÉh’s gift to them, to understand and to accept the wisdom behind the injunctions of 
AllÉh (S.W.T) and the truths in the message of the Prophet (Ø.ÑA.W).
2
 In its positive form 
yaÑqÊlun (“they understand”) it is used mostly to describe a community, a people (qawm) “who 
understand” or “who use their intellect” to confirm the existence and supremacy of AllÉh 
(S.W.T) and acknowledge His purpose pervading the universe through the variety of natural 
processes which serve the interest and welfare of mankind. One such verse is the following:
3
 
 Verily, in the creation of the heavens and of the earth, and the succession of night 
and day; and in the ships that speed through the sea with what is useful to man; 
and in the waters which God sends down from the sky, giving life thereby to the 
                                                 
1
 See Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 242 (“Thus AllÉh expounds unto you His Signs so that you may understand”), Q.ÓlÑImrÉn 3: 
118 (“We have made plain to you the Signs if you will understand.”); Q.Al-Zukhruf 43: 3 (“Behold, We have made 
it a Qur’Én in Arabic so that you might encompass it with your reason.”). 
2
 See Q.Al-Baqarah  2: 171; Q. Al-MÉidah 5: 58, 103; Q.YËnus 10: 100; Q. Al-ÑAnkabËt29: 63. 
3
 See Q.Al-RËm 30: 24; Q. Al-JÉthiah 45: 5; Q. Al-RaÑd 13: 4, Q. Al-NaÍl 16: 12, 66, 67; Q. Al-ÑAnkabËt 29: 35.   
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earth after it had been lifeless, and causing all manner of living creatures to 
multiply thereon; and in the change of the winds, and the clouds that run their 
appointed courses between sky and earth: [in all these] there are signs for people 
who use their intelligence.  
                (Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 164) 
The above verse together with Q. Al-JÉthiyah 45: 5, Q. Al-RaÑd 13: 4, S. Al-NaÍl 16: 12, 66-67 
clearly indicate AllÉh’s desire that human beings should use the intellect to understand the laws 
of nature and the benefits it brings as Allah’s generous provision to mankid. The intellect is also 
to be used to draw moral lessons from the history of nations or civilizations which were 
destroyed by AllÉh (S.W.T) because of their injustices and iniquities. Those who do not use their 
God-given intellect to derive such lessons and consequently turned their backs against the 
Messengers of AllÉh are described as people who have “hearts by which they could 
comprehend” (qulËbun yaÑqilËna bihÉ),4 but instead they refused to learn from historical events 
because their hearts, rather than their eyes, were blind: 
 Have they not travelled in the land, and have they hearts by which they could 
comprehend (and gain wisdom), and ears by which they could hear (the truth)? For 
indeed it is not the eyes that have become blind, but it is the hearts, which are 
within their bosoms, that grow blind. 
                (Q. Al-×ajj 22: 46) 
 
 
                                                 
4
 “The word for ‘heart’ in Arabic speech imports both the seat of intelligent faculties and understanding as well as 
the seat of affections and emotions… If their faculties of understanding were active, would they not see the Signs of 
Allah’s Providence and Allah’s Wrath in nature around them and in the cities and ruins if they travel intelligently.” 
Abdullah YËsufÑAlÊ, The Meaning of the Holy Qur’Én, note 2825, 834. 
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The ÕlË al-AlbÉb 
 AllÉh (S.W.T) designates those who use their intellect in the way He intended it to be 
with the special appelation of “ËlË al-albÉb”5 and “ËlË al-nuhÉ” – those who possess or are 
endowed with “intellects” (albÉb, sing. lubb or ÑuqËl, sing. Ñaql or nËha, sing. nuhyah) which are 
unadulterated (ÎÉfiah) and understandings which are luminous and pure (al-afhÉm al-nayyirah 
al-khÉliÎah).”6 The appellation ËlË al-albÉb occurs in sixteen places in the Qur’Én, nine in 
Meccan verses and seven in Madinan verses. 
 The commentators of the Qur’an are generally unanimous in defining UA briefly as 
“possessors of intellect” or “people of intelligence”. Al-ÙabarÊ says in his commentary (p.470) 
that UA means “the possessors of great minds” (aÎÍÉb al-‘uqËl al-kabÊrah). Al-ZamakhsharÊ 
says that UA, among other things, means “those who acted in accordance with the dictates of 
their intellects, then they observed and reflected” (al-KashshÉf: 494). Al-RÉzÊ observes that the 
term UA is an expression of praise and appreciation (al-madÍwa al-thana’) which Allah 
(S.W.T.) applies to those who use their intellects in the best possible way. To him the UA can be 
understood briefly as “the possessors of intellects” (ËlË’l-‘uqËl), or to be more precise as “those 
                                                 
5
 “AlbÉb” is the plural of “lubb”, meaning lit. the innermost part of thing, “heart”, “mind”, “intellect”, “reason”, 
“understanding”. The expression “ËlË al-albÉb” in the Qur’Én is translated by MuÍammad Asad (The Message of the 
Qur’Én) as “people endowed with insight.” Abdullah YËsufÑAli (The Glorious Qur’Én) translates it as “men of 
understanding” and “You who are wise”. Mohammed Marmaduke Pickthall (Holy Qur’Én) translates it as “men of 
understanding”. Mahmoud Ayoub (The Qur’Én and Its Interpreters, Vol.1) translates it as “those who have 
intelligence”. MuÍammadÑAli al-ØÉbËnÊ (Øafwat al-TafÉsÊr, Vol.1) gives the meaning of “the possessors of 
illuminating intellects which are free from base desire or caprice” (aÎhÉb al-ÑuqËl al-nayyirah al-khÉliÎah min al-
hawÉ). YËsËfÑAbd al-LaÏÊf explains that “lubb” means “The intellect that is free from any blemish or defect” (al-
Ñaql al-khÉliÎ min al-shawÉ’ib). It is said “that it represents what is pure and righteous of the intellect”. Thus, “every 
lubbis an intellect, but not every intellect is a lubb.” AllÉh (S.W.T) uses the appelation of ulË al-albÉbto designate 
“the pure intellects” (al-ÑuqËl al-zakiyyah) which could properly comprehend the wisdom of AllÉh’s laws. (Zubdat 
al-MufradÉt li-al-ÙullÉbwa al-ÙalibÉt: Mukhtasar al-MufradÉt fÊ GharÊb al-Qur’Én li AÎfahÉnÊ. Beirut: DÉr al-
MaÑrifah, 1998, p. 447). Al-ÙabarÊ defines ulË al-albÉbas “People of intellects and understandings” (ahl al-uqËlwa 
al-afhÉm) (  ). IbnKathir defines it as “The pure and consummate intellects which comprehend things with their true 
natures” (al-ÑuqËl al-tÉmmah al-zakiyyah allati tudrik al-ashyÉ’ bi ÍaqÉ’iqihÉ) (  ). Al-Qurtubi defines it as “Those 
who use their intellects in pondering and considering the evidences” (AlladhÊna yastaÑmilËnaÑuqËlahum fÊ ta’ammul 
al-dalÉ’il)   ( ). SayyidQuÏb defines it as “The possessors of sound comprehension (al-idrÉk al-saÍÊÍor al-idrÉk al-
salÊm) who open their keen insights (baÎÉ’ir) to receive the cosmic signs of Allah.” (Fi ÚilÉl al-Qur’Én, Beirut: DÉr 
al-MaÑrifah, 7
th
 ed. 1971, Vol.4, 188. See also LisÉn al-ÑArab(BeirËt: DÉrØÉdir, 3
rd
. ed. 1993), Vol.1, pp. 729-733. 
6
Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm,  p.  23. 
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who possess complete and consummate intellects”(dhË al-‘uqËl al-kÉmilah) (al-TafsÊr al-KabÊr: 
145,155). The expression, according to him, reflects great honour (al-sharaf al-‘aÐÊm) and high 
esteem (al-martabah al-‘Éliyah) conferred upon those who posses sound intellects. 
 An interesting and insightful interpretation is given by al-RÉzÊ when he compares verse 
164 of SËrah al-Baqarah which ends with the expression “Ili-qawmin ya ‘qilËn” (for people who 
use their reason) with verse 190 of SËrah Ól ‘ImrÉn. Both verses contain a similar message, 
although the former is more elaborate, in the sense that the expression “people who use their 
reason” is also the fundamental attribute of the UA mentioned in the latter. He explains that the 
term UA is used in verse 190 of Ól ‘ImrÉn although the theme is the same because the intellect 
has two aspects – an outward (ÐÉhir) dimension and an inner dimension which is the lubb. He 
opines that the human act of reasoning at the initial stage is ordinary intellection (‘aqlan) while 
at a more perfect stage it becomes profound intellection (lubban). But his humility and 
intellectual modesty make him say, with caution, “this is what comes to my mind, while Allah 
knows better the secrets of His great, munificent and wise Words” (fahÉdhÉ ma khaÏar bi al-
bÉlwa Allah a‘lam bi-asrÉr kalÉmihi al-´aÐÊm al-karÊm al-ÍakÊm) (idem, p.110). 
 IbnKathÊr in his TafsÊr al-QurÉn al-KarÊm explains the meaning of albÉbas “pure and 
consummate intellects (al-‘uqËl al-tÉmmah al-zakiyyah) which comprehend things and their 
realities in the clearest way” (allatÊ tudriku al-ashyÉ’ bi-ÍaqÉihÉÑalÉ jaliyyÉtihÉ) (www. al-
islam.com/tafseer., acc. 14 October 2009). He elaborates that “those who understand, reason, and 
ponder over the meanings of things in their true nature are only those who possess sound 
intellects and correct understandings (al-‘uqËl al-salÊmahwa al-fuhËm al-mustaqÊmah)” 
(www.altafsir.com/Tafsir, acc. 21 October 2009). 
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 Al-AlËsÊ says in his TafsÊr RËÍ al-Ma‘ÉnÊ that UA are “those who possess unadulterated 
intellects (al-‘uqËl al-khÉliÎah) which are freed from any kinds of blemished sentiments or 
imaginations” (www.altafsir.com , acc. 21 October 2009. 
 Al-ShawkÉnÊ defines UA as “those who have sound intellects which are freed from 
defects of deficiency” (al-‘uqËl al-ÎaÍÊÍah al-khāliÎah‘an shawÉ‘ib al-naqÎ). In another 
paragraph he defines albÉbas “intellects which are pure (or uncontaminated)” 
(www.altafsir.com. acc. 19 October 2009). 
 Ibn ‘AshËr in his TafsÊr al-TaÍrÊrwa al-TanwÊr uses the expression “perfect minds” (al-
‘uqËl al-kÉmilah) (www.altafsir.com, acc. 19 October 2009).  
 SayyisQutb in his FÊ ÚilÉl al-Qur’Én describes UA as “those who possess sound 
comprehension” (ËlË al-idrÉk al-ÎaÍÊÍ) (FÊ ÚilÉl al-Qur’Én, 2: 188). 
HAMKA, the well-known Indonesian scholar, translates UA at various places in his 
Tafsir al-Azhar as: 
a) “orang-orang yang mempunyai inti fikiran” (people who possess insight) 
b) “orang-orang yang mempunyai fikiran dalam” (people who possess deep thought) 
c) “orang-orang yang berfikir” (people who think) 
d) “orang-orang yang berakal” (people who use their reason) 
e) “orang-orang yang berfikiran dalam” (people who think deeply) 
Shaikh Abdullah Basmih, the Malaysian translator of the Qur’an, Pimpinan al-Rahman 
gives more or less the same meanings as HAMKA:  
a) “orang-orang yang menggunakan akal fikiran” (p.87) (people who use their mind) 
b) “orang-orang yang berfikiran” (p.96) (people who think) 
c) “orang-orang yang berakal fikiran” (p.55) (people of reason) 
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d) “orang-orang yang berakal” (people of reason who could think and understand) 
In English commentaries of the Qur’an, UA is translated as “men of understanding” by Abdullah 
Yusuf Ali (The Holy Qur’an), Marmaduke Pickthall (Holy Qur’an), Zafar Ishaq Ansari (tr. 
TafhÊm al-Qur’Én of Mawdudi) and Muhammad Muhsin Khan (The Noble Qur’an), while 
Muhammad Asad (The Message of the Qur’an) is the only one who translates UA as “the ones 
endued with understanding”. In my humble opinion the translation of UA as “men of 
understanding” may not be quite acceptable nowadays given the prevalent gender preferences, 
whereas the Arabic word “aÎÍÉb” is gender neutral. Thus “people of understanding” would be 
more acceptable. 
In the verses Q.Al-Baqarah 2: 169, Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 197, Q. Al-MÉ’idah 5: 100, the ulË 
al-albÉb are urged to be God-Fearing in comprehending AllÉh’s laws as the mindfulness of 
AllÉh’s pleasure and displeasure is the best of attitudes to be allopted by the possessors of sound 
intellect. In the versus of Q. Al-ÙalÉq 65: 10-11, they are called upon to appreciate the purpose of 
AllÉh’s sending His Message and the Messenger to them. In Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 269, they are 
being praised by AllÉh (S.W.T) for being able to grasp His message and the wisdom in it. In the 
verses of Q.ÓlÑImrÉn 3: 7, they are being commended for having the attitude of “those who are 
firmly grounded in knowledge” (al-rÉsikhËna fÊ al-Ñilm) who believe in the whole of the Qur’Én 
and do not try to delve into the mysteries or hidden meanings of the metaphorical or allegorical 
verses (mutashÉbihÉt). In verses of ÓlÑImrÉn, 3: 190-191, they are pointed out as people who, 
upon reflecting on the creation of the universe and the marvels that it contains, remember AllÉh 
(S.W.T) in every situation they may be in. Their keen intellects then acknowledge the Divine 
purpose behind the creation, they praise AllÉh (S.W.T) and seek His protection from the 
punishment of Hell in the Hereafter. In Q.YËsuf 12: 111, they are highlighted for their sensitivity 
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to the lessons of human history and their ability to interpret correctly the Qur’Énic stories and 
historical events. In Q. Al-RaÑd 13: 19, they are praised by AllÉh (S.W.T) for recognizing that 
what has been revealed to the Prophet was the truth, while others refused to acknowledge it. In 
other verses of the Qur’Én, they are described as possessors of elevated moral virtues which 
blend together “intellectual perfection” (al-kamÉl al-ÑaqlÊ) and “moral perfection” (al-kamÉlal-
khuluqÊ)
7
. In verses of Q.IbrÉhÊm 14: 52 and Q.ØÉd 38: 29, they are singled out for their faith in 
the Qur’Én, their conviction, derived from their faith in the Qur’Én, in the absolute oneness of 
AllÉh (S.W.T) and their attribute of always taking heed and receiving admonition from the 
Qur’Én.  
 The ËlË al-albÉb use their intellects to understand the “signs of AllÉh’s action” in the 
creation of the universe through the methods of rational discernment (taÑaqqul) and reflection 
(tafakkur), while in understanding the “signs of AllÉh’s words” in the Qur’Én, they use the 
methods of deep pondering or contemplation (tadabbËr) and seriously taking heed of AllÉh’s 
message or warnings (tadhakkur)
8
, In Q. Al-Zumar 39: 17-18, they are described as people who 
eschew false gods or deities and who, after reverently listening to the words of AllÉh (S.W.T), 
try to follow the best course of conduct. In Q. Al-Zumar39: 21, AllÉh (S.W.T) mentions how 
verdant vegetation finally ends as useless rubble as a reminder (dhikrÉ) to the ulË al-albÉb, while 
in Q.GhÉfir 40: 53-54, they are reminded that just as the original Torah contained AllÉh’s 
guidance (hudÉ) to Moses and the Israilites, so does the Qur’Én join together all the revelations 
and the Messengers of AllÉh (S.W.T) thereby guiding the ËlË al-albÉb to the Straight Path. 
 As for the expression ËlË al-nuhÉ, also meaning “possessors of intellects” (aÎhÉb al-
ÑuqËl), al-QaraÌÉwÊ explains that nuhÉ is the plural form of nuhyah, another name for the 
                                                 
7
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm, p. 25. 
8
 Ibid., p. 26. See Q.Al-NisÉ 4: 82; Q.MuÍammad 47: 24. 
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intellect, because “it prevents (yanhÉ) its owner from doing anything which is not proper for 
human beings to do”, just as the intellect is called “Ñaql” in Arabic because “it restrains its owner 
(yaÑqiluhu) and holds him back (yahjuzuhu) from what is undesirable or improper.”9 The 
expression is used twice in the Qur’Én, both of them in SËrah ÙÉhÉ, 20: 53-54 and 128. In ÙÉhÉ, 
20: 53-54, AllÉh (S.W.T) says that He is responsible for making the earth liveable and that He 
brings down rain to produce all kinds of vegetation and life in order for mankind to consume and 
utilize. In all these the ËlË al-nuhÉ would surely recognize them as signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) in the 
world of nature. In ÙÉhÉ, 20: 128, AllÉh (S.W.T) reminds His servants of the destructions He 
meted out to evil-doing communities of the past and says that the ËlË al-nuha would surely 
acknowledge the signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) in those catastrophic historical events.
10
 
 The Qur’Én also uses the word al-fu’Éd for the intellect, in singular and plural forms, as 
one of the three basic means of attaining knowledge – hearing (al-samÑ), sight (al-basar) and 
heart (al-fu’Éd).11 In many verses, the word qulËb (hearts) is mentioned instead of fu’Éd. The 
verses show that “hearts” have the faculty of intellection (qulËbun yaÑqilËna bihÉ) and 
understanding (qulËbun lÉ yafqahËna bihÉ) which is the function of the intellect (Ñaql) although 
the word Ñaql itself is not used in the Qur’Én.12 
 
A. The Obligation of Reflective Thinking (al-tafakkur) and Bearing in Mind or   
Recollecting (al-tadhakkur) Allah’s Messages. 
 
 The Qur’Én urges human beings in a variety of ways to engage in thinking and rational 
reflection on all matters, with the exception of the essence of AllÉh (S.W.T). “People who think 
                                                 
9
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑIlmwa al-ÑAql, p. 28. 
10
 Ibid., p. 29. 
11
 Q.Al-IsrÉ’ 17: 36; Q.Al-NaÍl 16: 78. 
12
 See Q.Al-Baqarah 2: 7; Q.Al-AÑraf 7: 179; Q.Al-NaÍl 16: 108; Q.Al-IsrÉ’ 17: 46; Q.Al-Kahf 18: 57; Q.Al-×ajj  22: 
46.  
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or reflect” (qawm yatafakkarËn) are mentioned favourably by AllÉh (S.W.T) in connection with 
self-understanding and efforts to understand the laws of nature and its innumerable bounties as 
signs of AllÉh (S.W.T).
13
 The whole of the universe, from the smallest to the biggest objects, 
according to the Qur’Én, are to be subjected to human thought, reflection, meditation and 
contemplation. But thinking and reflection are to be applied as well to non-material, moral, 
spiritual and eschatalogical matters, in addiction to the wisdom behind Allah’s revelation and 
injunctions.
14
 Such sincere thoughts and reflections, freed from base desires, should lead to the 
recognition of AllÉh (S.W.T) as The Creator, The One and Only God and The Master and 
Sustainer of all that exists, and the recognition of Prophet MuÍammad as the true Messenger of 
AllÉh (S.W.T). 
 To emphasize the highly regarded value of deep and sincere reflection, al-QaraÌÉwÊ 
quotes from the book of Ibn al-Qayyim, MiftÉÍ DÉr al-SaÑÉdah (The Key to the Abode of 
Happiness) what one of the Pious Ancestors once said: “A reflection (tafakkur) for a certain 
period of time is better than sixty years of worship (ÑibÉdah) [without reflection].” It is also said 
that “A reflection for a certain period of time is better than one night vigil.” ÑUmar b. ÑAbd al-
ÑAzÊz is reported to have said that “Thinking about the bounties of AllÉh is one of the best forms 
of worship” (Al-fikrah fÊ niÑam AllÉh min afÌal al-ÑibÉdah). Ibn al-Qayyim, reflecting upon what 
ImÉm al-GhazÉlÊ wrote on al-tafakkur in his IÍyÉ ÑUlËm al-DÊn (Revivification of Sciences of 
Religion) explains that “thinking or reflection is the action of the heart (Ñamal al-qalb), while 
ÑibÉdah [in the narrow sense of the word] is the action of the physical organs, and since the heart 
is the noblest of the organs, therefore its action is nobler than the action of the organs.
15
 
Thinking, says Ibn al-Qayyim, generates knowledge which in turn generates the will and from 
                                                 
13
 See Q.Al-RaÑd 13: 3; Q.Al-NaÍl 16: 10-11, 68-69;Q.Al-RËm 30: 21. 
14
 See Q.Al-Zumar 39: 42;Q.Al-Hashr 59: 21; Q.YËnus 10: 24; Q.Al-AÑraf 7: 175-176. 
15
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm, p. 46. 
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the will action is produced.
16
  Therefore “useful thoughts” (afkÉr nÉfiÑah) from the seed-bed of 
the heart would give rise to good actions, while “bad thoughts” (afkÉr radÊ’ah), which are 
induced by Satan in the heart which is empty or not used in the way it is meant to be, would lead 
to undesirable actions.
17
 
 In addition to its exhortation of reflective thinking, the Qur’Én also urges human beings 
to take heed of, to keep in mind and to recollect (tadhakkur) the Divine messages and lessons 
which they learn from AllÉh’s revelations and signs in the Qur’Én or in the universe. While 
tafakkur functions as a means of “acquiring new knowledge” (li taÍÎil maÑrifah jadÊdah), 
tadhakkur brings about “old knowledge” (maÑrifah qadÊmah) which may be neglected or 
concealed through negligence (ghaflah) and forgetfulness (nisyÉn). The Qur’Én denounces 
“people who are negligant” (al-ghÉfilËn) of the revealed truths or of the Hereafter in several 
verses.
18Those who “forget AllÉh” in this worldly life are regarded as sinners. Consequently 
AllÉh (S.W.T) would forget them on the Day of Judgement.
19
 Therefore one of the roles of the 
Messenger of AllÉh (S.W.T) was to remind people while the Qur’Én was also described as “a 
reminder” (tadhkirah) for human beings. The benefit of tadhakkur is that it brings back 
knowledge to the heart, while the benefit of tafakkur is that it procures and increases knowledge. 
Al-QaraÌÉwÊ recalls the insightful saying of ImÉm al-GhazÉlÊ: “Every reflective thinker 
(mutafakkir) is a recollector (mutadhakkir), but not very recollector is a reflective thinker.”20 
Nevertheless, the Qur’Én stresses the importance of tadhakkur by associating it as principle 
attitude of the ËlË al-albÉb and by the question “Will you not then keep this in mind?” (“afalÉ 
tatadhakkarËn”, “afalÉ tadhakkarËn”), after conveying Divine teachings, transcendental truths or 
                                                 
16
 Ibid., p. 50. 
17
 Ibid., p. 51. 
18
 See Q.Al-AÑrÉf7: 179; Q.Al-NaÍl 16: 108; Q.Al-RËm 30: 6-7, Q.Al-AÑrÉf 7: 136. 
19
 See Q.Al-Tawbah 9: 67; Q.Al-Hashr 59:19. 
20
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ refers to the chapter on al-Tafakkurin al-GhazÉlÊ’sIhyÉ’ UlËm al-DÊn. 
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spiritual lessons to mankind.
21
 The Qur’Én confirms that despite AllÉh’s guidance and repeated 
reminders, human beings tend to be negligent and forgetful. “How seldom do you keep this in 
mind” (“qalilan mÉ tadhakkarËn”), says the Qur’Én, regarding man’s attitude towards Divine 
revelation, the absolute oneness of AllÉh (S.W.T) and the authenticity of the Prophet’s 
message.
22
 
 
B. True Knowledge and Right Faith 
 From the viewpoint of the Qur’Én, true knowledge (al-Ñilm al-haqÊqÊ) and right faith are 
linked together. As the verse “Read! In the name of your Lord who created” indicates, 
knowledge acquired through the means of reading is to be nurtured in the bosom of faith and 
manifests itself through the humility of the heart. True knowledge in fact leads to right faith. 
 There is, therefore, no intrinsic conflict between knowledge and faith or between true 
science and true religion in the Islamic worldview, unlike the experience of medieval Europe. 
“Knowledge strengthens faith and faith blesses knowledge, for truth does not contradict truth,” 
says al-QaraÌÉwÊ. To him “Knowledge is a religion, and religion to us is a (form of) knowledge.” 
He explains in the following way: 
Knowledge for us is a religion because the Book of our Lord and the sunnah of our 
Prophet both invite us to knowledge and consider its pursuit a form of worship and 
a religious obligation, regardless whether it is ‘knowledge of religion’ (Ñilm al-dÊn) 
or ‘knowledge of this world’ (Ñilm al-dunyÉ), be it knowledge whose source is 
Divine revelation or knowledge whose source is the universe. After all, revelation 
                                                 
21
 See Q.ØÉd 38: 29; Q.IbrÉhÊm 14: 52; Q.Al-AnÑÉm 6: 80; Q.Al-Sajdah 32: 4; Q.YËnus12: 3; Q.HËd 11: 24; Q.Al-
NaÍl 16: 17; Q.Al-Mu’minËn 23: 84, 85; Q.Al-ØÉffÉt 37: 153-155; Q.Al-JÉthiyah 45: 23; Q.Al-NËr 24: 1; Q.Al-
AnÑÉm 6: 152. 
22
 See Q.Al-Tawbah 9: 126; Q.Al-AÑraf 7: 3; Q.Al-×Éqqah 69: 41, 42. 
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is the decree of AllÉh and the universe is His creation, and there cannot be a 
contradiction between His creation and His decree, as He says: ‘Verily to Him 
belong all creation and all commandments. Blessed be AllÉh, the Sustainer of all 
the worlds!’23 
Religion is to us a (form of) knowldege, because it is not based on blind 
adherence, or simply following the tradition set by the forefathers, chieftains or 
influential leaders – in fact, the Qur’Én wages war against blind imitation and 
absolute subordination to others. It calls upon everyone who subscribes to a 
religious creed that such creed is built upon proofs and conviction, not upon mere 
assumption or conjecture.
24
 
 
Knowledge which is connected with right faith does not lead to egocentrism unlike the case of 
QÉrËn who said that “This [wealth] has been given to me only by virtue of the knowledge that is 
in me!” (Q. Al-QaÎaÎ 28: 78); rather it brings forth the spirit of humility as showed by Prophet 
Solomon when he said, “This [favour] is [an outcome] of my Sustainer’s bounty, to test me as to 
whether I am grateful or ungrateful [to AllÉh (S.W.T)]” (Q. Al-Naml27: 40), or by DhË al-
Qarnain when he said with humility “This [building] is a mercy from my Sustainer…” (Q. Al-
Kahf 18: 98). 
 This is in contrast to the secularised knowledge prevailing in the West today, which has 
become “an implement of destruction and a tool which is menacing to mankind.” Al-QaraÌÉwÊ 
says further, “It is true that this knowledge has enabled man to reach the moon… but, in spite of 
that, he is unable to secure for himself happiness and tranquility on the surface of the earth.”25 
                                                 
23
 Q.Al-AÑrÉf 7: 54. 
24
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm, pp. 96-97. 
25
 Ibid., pp. 97. 
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 While the Qur’Én shows in many verses that true knowledge leads to right faith, truth and 
the right path, the question may be asked as to why there are people who know the truth but do 
not follow it. What are the factors which prevent some people from having faith after they have 
gained knowledge or from following the truth after having discovered it? To answer this 
question, al-QaraÌÉwÊ refers to the views of Ibn al-Qayyim contained in his book, MiftÉÍ DÉr al-
SaÑÉdah. The scholars are divided on this issue; there are those who believe that knowledge must 
necessarily lead to guidance (al-hidÉyah) and those who do not agree with that view. Among the 
verses adduced by the first group in support of their view are “But those among them who are 
well-grounded in knowledge (al-rÉsikhËn fÊ al-Ñilm) and the believers, believe in what has been 
revealed…” (Q. Al-NisÉ’ 4: 162), and “Of all His servants, only those who are endowed with 
knowledge (ÑulÉmÉ’) fear AllÉh…” (Q.FÉÏir 35: 28). The group subscribing to the opposite view 
argues that Iblis knew AllÉh (S.W.T) and had no doubts about His absolute oneness, the reality 
of the resurrection, Paradise and Hell. Yet he preferred to be condemned to Hell and bear the 
wrath of AllÉh (S.W.T) for refusing to bow down to Adam when ordered to do so by AllÉh 
(S.W.T). Similarly many of the People of the Book (ahl al-kitÉb) – Jews and Christians – during 
the time of the Prophet knew the truth of the Qur’Én recited to them and recognized the 
authenticity of Prophet MuÍammad (Ø.ÑA.W). In spite of that knowledge, they decided to reject 
the Qur’Én and the prophethood of MuÍammad (Ø.ÑA.W). Thus they were judged as KÉfirËn 
(rejectors, disbelivers) in the Qur’Én, not on account of ignorance or being led astray, but on 
account of their jealousy and determination to oppose the truth. 
 Ibn al-Qayyim says that both sides have adduced strong arguments to justify their 
respective stands, but in his opinion, if knowledge is seen as absolutely and necessarily 
productive of right guidance then the second group is right. But if knowledge is seen as causing 
15 
 
and requiring right guidance, but due to some obstacles it fails to fulfil the requirement then the 
first group is right. To Ibn al-Qayyim there are several reasons why knowledge falls short of 
guiding the servants of AllÉh (S.W.T) to the truth. Some of these reasons include: a) weakness in 
one’s knowledge of the above matter; b) the heart has become hardened due to lack of 
purification; c) the presence of pride and jealousy in the heart as was the case of IblÊs; d) 
obstruction from powerful rulers or oppressive authorities; e) obstruction due to one’s base 
desires or self-centred wealth considerations; f) love of or attachment to one’s family, relatives 
and tribes; g) love of one’s dwellings or country; h) perception that believing in Islam or 
following the Prophet means rejection or insult to parents of forefathers; i)  the people that one 
hates have embraced Islam, thus giving rise to the attitude of not wanting to be associated with 
the hated people though one knows the truth of Islam. This was the case of the Jews and the 
AnÎÉr who embraced Islam earlier than other people in MadÊnah; j) obstruction due to the strong 
influence of tradition or customs which are deeply entrenched in the life and personality of a 
person.
26
 
 
C. True Knowledge is the Way to Certainty (yaqÊn) 
 Just as true knowledge is a guide to right faith – as indicated in the Qur’Én – it is also a 
path to certainty which is the opposite of conjecture (Ðann) and doubt (shakk). The certitude of 
faith in AllÉh (S.W.T), His signs, and meeting Him in the Hereafter is what the believer strives to 
attain. He or she can arrive at this stage of faith through sound knowledge and deep engagement 
in it to the point that it removes all traces of ignorance, conjecture and doubt. The Qur’Én 
describes “the people endowed with certainty” (qawm yËqinËn, al-mËqinËn, hum yËqinËn) as 
those who clearly recognize the signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) as manifested in the physical world and 
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in the human selves, and who believe with absolute certainty in AllÉh’s revelations, in the 
existence of that which is beyond human perception (al-ghayb) and in the Hereafter. They are 
praised in the Qur’Én as being on true guidance (hudan) from their Sustainer and as “those who 
will prosper” (al-mufliÍËn).27 
 It is well-known, explains al-QaraÌÉwÊ, that Satan fights against the believing human 
being using two principal armies, “the army of carnal desires” (jund al-shahawÉt) and “the army 
of doubts” (jund al-shubuhÉt). Through carnal desires, Satan corrupts man’s character and deeds, 
while through doubts he corrupts man’s faith and thought. The believer has to oppose these 
Satanic invasions by using two fundamental weapons – the weapon (silÉÍ) of self-restraint or 
self-control (al-Îabr) to overcome desires and the weapon of certainty (silÉÍ al-yaqÊn) to 
overcome doubts.
28
 Drawing upon the insights of Ibn al-Qayyim and Sufi masters, as laid out in 
his book MadÉrij al-SÉlikÊn(The Ways of Those Who Follow the Spiritual Path), it is made clear 
that certainty is to faith what the spirit is to the body, and as one of the fruits of knowledge, 
certainty is “the greatest life of the heart” (aÑÐamÍayÉt al-qalb). When the heart is engulfed in 
certainty, it will be filled with light, gratitude to AllÉh (S.W.T), and love of AllÉh (S.W.T). 
Certainty and love are the pillars of faith, from which all good deeds flow. When both become 
weak, then the deeds bcome weak, but when both are strong then the deeds would become 
strong. 
 Certainty, as revealed in the Qur’Én, consists of three levels – the knowledge of certainty 
(Ñilm al-yaqÊn),
29
 the eye of certainty (Ñayn al-yaqÊn)
30
 and the truth of certainty (Íaqq al-
yaqÊn).
31
 
                                                 
27
 See Q.Al-JÉthiyah 45: 4, 20, 32; Q.Al-DhÉriyat 51: 20, 21; Q.Al-AnÑÉm 6: 75; Q.Al-Baqarah 2: 2-5. 
28
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ, al-ÑAqlwa al-ÑIlm, p. 116. 
29
 Q.Al-TakÉthur 102: 5. 
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 Q.Al-TakÉthur 102: 7. 
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a. The knowledge of certainty is a deep knowledge that is not filled with doubts, 
forgetfulness or negligence. It is the believer’s knowledge or the knowledge-laden 
faith of the God-fearing servants who are praised by AllÉh (S.W.T) in the Qur’Én. 
Although its grades vary, it can be increased and strengthened by efforts, proofs and 
acts of obedience to AllÉh (S.W.T). 
b. This degree of Ñayn al-yaqÊn is higher than the first and the difference between the 
two is the difference between seeing and hearing a true report. This is the degree of 
certainty in which Prophet Abraham (ÑA.S) aspired to achieve when he requested 
AllÉh (S.W.T) to show him how AllÉh (S.W.T) would revive the dead.
32
 It was also 
in this degree of certainty that Prophet MuÍammad (Ø.ÑA.W) was able to witness the 
realities of the realm beyond the reach of human perception, including seeing Angel 
JibrÊl during his Ascension (miÑrÉj) experience.
33
 
c. The degree of Íaqq al-yaqÊn which is above the other two mentioned above. If the 
first degree is associated with listening or receiving “true information” (khabar 
ÎÉdiq) and the second is associated with witnessing (mushÉhadah) and seeing (ÑiyÉn), 
then the third degree is comparable to actual touching (lams) and tasting (dhawq). 
Ibn al-Qayyim compares the three degrees to man’s knowledge of Paradise and Hell. 
Knowing or being told about both of them belongs to Ñilm al-yaqÊn. When both 
places are being shown to human beings who can see what is inside both of them, 
that belongs to the degree of Ñayn al-yaqÊn. But when the people of Paradise are 
brought into Paradise and the people of Hell are brought into it, that experience 
represents Íaqq al-yaqÊn. 
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D. The Censure Against Ignorance (al-JÉhiliyyah) 
 As a logical consequence of the preeminent position bestowed by the Qur’Én upon 
knowledge and people endowed with knowledge, the Qur’Én views ignorance with approbation 
and censure. Four types of ignorance are highlighted in the Qur’Én. The first is the ignorance of 
the correct religious belief (jÉhiliyyat al-ÑaqÊdah),
34
 the second is the ignorance manifested in 
behaviour (jÉhiliyyat al-sulËk),
35
 the third is the ignorance of correct morality (jÉhiliyyat al-
akhlÉq), 
36
and the fourth is the ignorance of the true law and governance (jÉhiliyyat al-Íukmwa 
al-siyÉsah).
37
 
 The Qur’Én strongly urges that the people of ignorance (al-jÉhilËn) be shunned for the 
above reasons and for  a) making fun of fundamentral religious issues as shown in the attitude of 
the ignorant Jews toward Moses’ commands;38 b) deliberating crucial matters based on 
emotional considerations rather than based on sound knowledge and objective analysis;
39
 c) 
clinging stubbornly to false beliefs and deviant practices despite being told the truth and 
reminded repeatedly by the Prophets and Messengers of AllÉh (S.W.T)
40
; and d) committing acts 
of disobedience, opposition and defiance against AllÉh (S.W.T).
41
 Those who have achieved the 
perfection of knowledge (kamÉl al-Ñilm), according to Ibn al-Qayyim, do not commit acts of 
disobedience against AllÉh (S.W.T) because they know that AllÉh (S.W.T) sees them and are 
fully aware of the consequences of their sins and the negligence of their hearts.
42
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 See Q.ÓlÑImrÉn 3: 154. 
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 See Q.Al-AÍzÉb 33: 33. 
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 The worst form of ignorance is the compounded ignorance (al-jahl al- murakkab), 
whereby the ignorant person is not aware that he is ignorant and therefore is not keen to learn 
because he believes that he is knowledgeable. According to al-KhalÊl b. AÍmad human beings 
are of four types.  
The first is the one who knows and knows that he knows. This is a person of 
knowledge, therefore follow him. The second is the one who knows, and does not 
know that he knows. This person is asleep, so wake him up. The third is the one 
who does not know, and he knows that he does not know. This person is ignorant, 
so teach him. The fourth is the one who does not know, and he does not know that 
he does not know. This person is lost, so leave him.
43
 
 
The Qur’Én associates the hypocrites (munÉfiqËn) with the last type of ignorance for they believe 
that they are doing good deeds whereas, in fact, they are causing a lot of destruction.
44
 Similarly 
some of the disbelievers (kuffÉr) contend that they are doing good when, in actual fact, their 
deeds are leading people astray.
45
 This is why the one who brings about unlawful innovation 
(bidÑah) is worse than the one who merely commits sins or disobeys AllÉh (S.W.T). For the 
sinner or the disobedient person (‘ÉÎÊ) knows that he or she is disobeying AllÉh (S.W.T) and one 
can expect he or she to repent to AllÉh (S.W.T). As for the unlawful innovator who thinks that he 
or she is getting closer to AllÉh (S.W.T) through the acts of unlawful innovation, it is 
inconceivable that he or she would repent.
46
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F. The Types of Knowledge Censured in the Qur’Én 
1.  The first type of knowledge which is censured by the Qur’Én is “harmful knowledge” (al-
Ñilm al-ÌÉrr). This is the opposite of “useful knowledge” (al-Ñilm al-nÉfi‘ or al-maÑrifah al-
mufÊdah) which is urged by the Qur’Én for man to acquire. Among the harmful knowledge 
rejected in the Qur’Én are black magic or witchcraft and astrology, the former being used for 
evil purposes while the latter makes the false claim of knowing or foretelling the future which 
rightly belongs to the realm of Divine knowledge.
47
 This censure does not include, says al-
QaraÌÉwÊ, the scientific method of weather forecasting which is based on the study of “the 
conventions of AllÉh in the universe” (sunan AllÉh fÊ al-kawn) and the laws of cause and 
effect. Astronomy, which is useful for mankind, is not censured as it is a scientific discipline 
in which Islamic civilization excelled.
48
 
2.  The act of hiding or concealing true knowledge as was done by the Jews and Christians 
who knew about the forthcoming advent of MuÍammad (Ø.ÑA.W) and the truth of the Qur’Én, 
and decided to conceal that knowledge out of envy or selfishness.
49
 
3.  Knowledge of the signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) or revelation which is not practiced of followed 
by the one who is given such knowledge who decides to follow, instead, what is dictated by 
base desires or insinuated by Satan is compared to a dog which lolls outs his tongue, whether 
or not he is being attacked or left  alone.
50
 
4.  Materialistic knowledge (al-Ñilm al-maddÊ) which dazzles the knowers and  veils 
them from believing in AllÉh’s revelations and from following the  Messengers of 
AllÉh(S.W.T). The Qur’Én says that “…. they exulted in such  knowledge (and skill) as they 
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 Ibid., pp. 138-142. See Q. Al-Baqarah 2: 102; Q. Al-Falaq 113: 1-4. 
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had,”51 and scoffed at the clear signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) brought by the Messengers. Their 
exultation in their materialistic  knowledge blinded them to the Prophetic knowledge (Ñilm 
al-nubuwwah) and  the wisdom of Divine revelation. 
5.  Knowledge of the exterior and visible dimension of the life of this world  resulting in 
forgetting or neglecting the Hereafter and all that it demands.  When the Qur’Én says that 
“They know (yaÑlamËn) but the exterior and visible dimension (ÐÉhiran) of this worldly life 
(min al-ÍayÉt al-dunyÉ) but are heedless of the (end of things in the) Hereafter”,52 it means 
that such people - do not really know, for it precedes the statement with “but most people do 
not  know” (walÉkinna akthara al-nÉslÉyaÑlamËn).53 
6.  Knowldege which deludes the one possessing it with worldly fortune and  authority, 
making him or her to forget that it is Allah’s grace and generosity  which make such 
bounty available to him or her. This egocentric attitude is expressed in the following words of 
the Qur’Én: 
  “QÉlainnamÉËtÊtuhËÑalÉÑilminÑindÊ” (He said: ‘This has been given to me  
   because of a certain knowldege which I have.’)54 
 
G. The Comprehensiveness and Variety of Knowledge in the Language of the Qur’Én 
 The knowledge which is alluded to in the Qur’Én includes a wide variety of knowledge 
with subject matters ranging from transcendental realities, man, the universe, nature, the 
Hereafter, history, etc., and the means to attaining such knowledge include the senses, empirical 
methods, the intellect and rational proofs, Divine revelation, intuition and Prophethood. Just as it 
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is not true that knowledge, as assumed by many people in the West, is confined to what can be 
established by scientific observation and experimentation, so it is also incorrect to think, as some 
pious Muslims do, that “knowledge” in the Qur’Én implies only “religious knowledge” (al Ñilm 
al-dÊnÊ). There are several instances in which the word Ñilm or its derivatives refers to non-
religious knowledge, i.e. knowledge of the workings of the physical universe (al-Ñilm al-kawni) 
as well as knowledge regarding man and his culture (ÑulËm al-insÉn). For example, the verse 
which ends with the statement, “innamÉ yakhsha AllÉha min ÑibÉdihi al-ÑulamÉ’” (verily only 
the learned among His servants fear AllÉh) is preceded by a long description dealing with natural 
processes and the wonderful variety of living things surrounded by the myriad of colours in their 
natural mountainous settings: 
Do you not see that AllÉh sends down rain from the sky? With it We then bring out 
produce of various colours. And in the mountains are tracts white and red, of 
various shades of colour, and black intense in hue. As so among men and crawling 
creatures and cattle are they of various colours. Truly only the learned (ÑulamÉ’) 
among His servants fear AllÉh.
55
 
 
 
 The word ÑulamÉ’ in the above verse, asserts al-QaraÌÉwÊ, does not refer only to the 
scholars of religion (ÑulamÉ’ al-dÊn) or the jurists of Divine law, with due respect to their noble 
status. They are the people who know the signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) and discover His laws as 
operating in the sky, vegetation, mountains, human beings, cattle and other animals. They are 
those who know the greatness of AllÉh (S.W.T) through the various physical, natural and human 
sciences. Through the knowledge of these sciences they come to know the power and wisdom of 
AllÉh (S.W.T) which leads them to the state of awe and utter dependency on the mercy and 
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compassion of their Sustainer.
56
 In many instances the use of the verb “yaÑlamËn” (“they [plural] 
know”) or “taÑlamËn” (“you [plural] know”) in the Qur’Én refers to a general quality of human 
intellectual cognition which is conscious and heedful of wider implications and a rightly guided 
comprehension of things. It does not mean that they have attained a specific kind of sciences of 
religion (ÑulËm al-dÊn) or sciences of the world (ÑulËm al-dunyÉ).
57
 
 However, The Qur’Énic statement “But most of the people do not know” or “But most of 
them do not know” or “No, most of them do not know” refers to the people’s lack of “the true 
knowledge “(al-Ñilm al-ÍaqÊqÊ) of the matters or issues referred to by the Qur’Én in the particular 
verse. Most of these issues have to do with man’s perception of Divine power, Divine knowledge 
of the Last Day, the true “friends” of AllÉh (S.W.T), the nature of AllÉh’s promises, and the true 
nature of transcendent realities.
58
 
 It should be noted that knowledge may be divided into three levels: highest, middle-most 
and lowest. The lowest level knowledge (al-Ñilm al-asfal) involves the use of bodily organs in 
physical activities such as horse riding, touring, tailoring, etc. The highest level knowledge (al-
Ñilm al-aÑlÉ) is the knowledge of religious truths which can only be obtained through what AllÉh 
(S.W.T) has revealed in His scriptures, whose authenticity is preserved, and to His Prophets.  
The middle-most level knowledge (al-Ñilm al-awsaÏ) refers to sciences of the world or of religion 
which are considered as obligatory upon some members of the Muslim community (farÌ 
kifÉyah), otherwise the whole community will be committing a sin of omission. ImÉm Al-
GhazÉlÊ and others like him among the religious scholars of the community have maintained that 
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the acquisition of knowledge of various technologies or industries which are required or 
necessary for the wellbeing or progress of the community as a whole is farÌ kifÉyah. 
 Many Qur’Énic verses point and makes references to several types of industry involving 
the use of iron for military and civil purposes,
59
 fruits for consumption and commercial 
purposes,
60
 animal skins and hairs for a variety of purposes,
61
 ship building
62
 and ornamental 
business,
63
 construction of buildings
64
 and construction of great dams.
65
 Al-QaraÌÉwÊ says that in 
this era of technological, biological, communication and information revolutions, it is incumbent 
upon the Muslim Ummah to play its roles in these revolutions, particularly when Islam makes it 
a duty for the Ummah to be leading the caravan (fÊ muqaddimah al-qÉfilah) and not to be at the 
tail end of it.
66
 
 Of the obligatory knowledge which every Muslim is required to know, the most 
important of them all is the knowledge of AllÉh (S.W.T) and His attributes. The Qur’Én is replete 
with verses enjoining human beings to have that knowledge which is linked with the knowledge 
of the message and the mission of the Messenger as they constitute the most important 
foundations of the Islamic creed. Included in the message brought by the Messenger is the 
knowledge of man’s ultimate destination being the Hereafter. The way human beings conduct 
their life in this world will determine how they will fare in the eternal life of the Hereafter. 
Human beings therefore need to know the consequences of human life which is oriented solely to 
this fleeting world so that they will not fall into the worldly traps which will bring misery to 
them in the final destination. Thus the Qur’Én repeatedly warns and reminds human beings of the 
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allurements and deceptive attractions accompanying a secular-oriented way of life, which is 
contrary to the life of the true servants and vicegerents of AllÉh (S.W.T). One of those warnings 
reads as follows: 
 Know you (all), that the this-worldly life is but a play and a passing delight, and a 
beautiful show and boastful vying with one another, and rivalry among yourselves 
in respect of multiplying wealth and children. Its parable is that of (life-giving) 
rain: the herbage which it causes to grow delights the tillers of the soil, but then it 
withers and you can see it turn yellow and in the end it crumbles into dust. But (the 
abiding truth of man’s condition will become fully apparent) in the Hereafter, 
(either) severe punishment or forgiveness of AllÉh and (His) Good Pleasure: for 
the this-worldly life is nothing but an enjoyment of self-delusion.
67
 
 
 The knowledge of Divine Laws comes after the knowledge of the religious creed, just as 
the fundamental principles precede the subsidiary details. Likewise the rules governing life in the 
Hereafter are given precedence over the rules of this world. Al-QaraÌÉwÊ laments the tendency 
of Muslims nowadays to be more concerned with detailed juristic rules in their practical life vis-
á-vis the more important and more urgent general issues.
68
 
 As for branches of knowledge which are not to be pursued by the believers, these include 
things or matters which are beyond the capability of human senses or reason to know such as the 
“world of the unseen” (ÑÉlam al-ghayb) the true nature of the Divine Essence (ÍaqÊqat al-dhÉtal-
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ilÉhiyyah), the Hour of the Last Day, the true nature of the spirit (al-rËÍ) and the future fate of 
humans.
69
 
 
H. The Formation of Scientific Mentality (al-Ñaqliyyah al-Ñilmiyyah) in the Qur’Én 
 In rejecting “the superstitious mentality” (al-Ñaqliyyah al-khurÉfiyyah), “the blind-
imitation mentality” (al-Ñaqliyyah al-muqallidah) and “the desire-heeding mentality” (al-
Ñaqliyyah al-muttabiÑah li-al-hawÉ), the Qur’Én strongly urges the formation of “the scientific 
mentality” as can be deduced from the following principles: 
a. The rejection of conjecture (Ðann) in matters which require certainty, such as the 
fundamental beliefs upon which man’s worldview (naÐrat al-insÉnilÉ al-wujËd) is 
built. For this reason the Qur’Én considers the beliefs of the polytheists as founded 
upon conjecture, not true knowledge.
70
 The Qur’Én regards conjecture and surmise as 
the factors responsible for most people going astray from the right path,
71
 and for the 
belief that Jesus (on whom be peace) was crucified.
72
 
b. The rejection of base desire and emotionalism as bases for grounding religious belief 
or making sound judgement or for arriving at knowledge.
73
 The influence of desires 
emotions or sentimentality undermines the value of objectivity and neutrality 
required in pursuing scientific enquiry and judgements. 
c. The rejection of blind following or imitation of the false beliefs or practices of 
ancestors as clearly demonstrated in the objections of the Messengers of AllÉh 
(S.W.T) against the claims of their people that they were following what their 
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ancestors had laid down for them.
74
 Rejection of subordination to unjust, disbelieving 
and authoritarian power-holders as shown in the case of Moses (on whom be peace) 
and the wicked Pharaoh is also included by the Qur’Én because those disbelieving 
tyrants had used their power and authority to prevent people from knowing and 
following the true religion and the true knowledge contained in it.
75
 
d. Rational observation (al-naÐar al-ÑaqlÊ) as one of the means of arriving at the 
knowledge of AllÉh (S.W.T) and faith in Him is emphasized in many verses of the 
Qur’Én. The Qur’Én exhorts the exercise of rational observation through such 
expressions as “Do you not observe…”, “Did they not observe...” , “Let man 
observe…”, “Then observe how…” thus making the human being, the life and 
variety of animals, the workings of the universe, human history, and the conventions 
of AllÉh (S.W.T) in nature and history as the objects of man’s rational observation. 
Parallel to rational observation is the exhortation for human beings to exercise the 
“seeing” of things rationally (al-ru’yah al-Ñaqliyyah), not the seeing with the physical 
eye (ru’yat al-Ñayn), to those objects as well as the natural wonders in the universe. 
The expressions used in the Qur’Én for this rational or intellectual vision are “Do 
they not look at…”, “Do you not see that…”, “See they not that…” with the 
implication that the sound rational vision or intellectual consideration would lead the 
rational human beings – without the negative influence of base desires or subjective 
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emotional impulses – to the recognition of the transcendent power, will and wisdom 
of the One True God and Sustainer.
76
 
       As for proofs (barÉhÊn) that human beings should consider in evaluating the 
truth claims of Divine revelation, the Qur’Én refers to the folowing types – the 
sensible or tangible proof (al-burhÉn al-ÍissÊ) obtained through the senses, the proof 
obtained by listening to or producing the revealed text (al-burhÉn al-samÑÊ), the 
proof of historical fact (al-burhÉn al-ta’rÊkhÊ) and the rational proof (al-burhÉn al-
naÐarÊ).
77
 
e. Due regard for the rules or conventions (sunan) of AllÉh (S.W.T) in nature, human 
history and society which are, by nature, unchangeable is an indispensable feature of 
the scientific mentality which the Qur’Én values very highly.78 The verses of the 
Qur’Én which speak of the “sunnat AllÉh” not only affirm the immutability of those 
Divine rules but also emphasize the importance of recognizing moral causes in the 
fate of nations or communities and the reality of natural causes or forces behind what 
are normally regarded by some polytheists or superstitious people as supernatural 
phenomena resulting from the displeasure or caprices of some gods deities or evil 
spirits which need to be assuaged by special offerings or rituals. The early Muslims 
who rejected these superstitious beliefs and gave due regard to the scientific study of 
the laws of cause and effort were able to develop the natural and mathematical 
sciences which led to the growth of a flourishing knowledge–based civilization.79 
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 Muslim scholars in the natural and physical sciences may consider giving due attention to 
the advice of Professor Dr. ÑAbd al-HÉfiÐ ×ilmÊ, a professor of biological sciences, which is 
quoted at length by al-QaraÌÉwÊ. Dr. ×ilmi says that believing Muslim scientists are commanded 
to study the signs of AllÉh (S.W.T) in the universe. He agrees with ImÉm al-GhazÉlÊ that 
specialization in these sciences is farÌ kifÉyah.  However what may be regarded in the old days 
as meritorious may today be regarded as a duty. The believing scientists are also obliged to 
enlighten others with their knowledge while those who are capable should use the modern 
sciences in commenting some of the verses of the Qur’Én. But knowledge by itself is not enough 
to bring about faith. It should be accompanied by a strong and sincere desire to know the Truth. 
 Relating the story of the Russian astronaut who was in outer space, Dr. ×ilmi notes that 
the atheistic looking out from his space ship, said that he did not find God in the sky. However, 
when the Christian American astronaut saw the awe-inspiring phenomenon in outer space, he 
exclaimed that he was never as close to God as he was at that moment. Dr. ×ilmi urges the 
natural scientists, especially if they are academics, to present their knowledge as springing from 
their TawÍÊdic faith and sense of moral responsibility to their countries and their environments. 
He believes that there are several topics and subject matters which, through their lectures and 
classes, could be communicated with humanistic or ethical nuances that can be captivating to 
both the mind and the heart of the students without falsifying or altering the nature of scientific 
data or knowledge. This is better than merely presenting them as “pages or chapters imported 
from the knowledge of the West” which may sound strange to the ears of their listeners in  
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Muslim societies. This can be done, says Dr. ×ilmi, without in any way reducing the scientific 
integrity of the disciplines.
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